By restricting to a class of localic open groupoids G which, similarly to Lie groupoids, possess appropriate covers G → G byétale groupoids, we extend results about groupoid actions and quantales that were previously proved forétale groupoids but do not seem to work for arbitrary open groupoids. In particular we obtain a characterization of the category of G-actions as a category of quantale modules on O( G) that satisfy a condition related to the quantale O(G). This leads to a simple description of G-sheaves and the classifying topos of G in terms of Hilbert O( G)-modules. The bicategory whose 1-cells are the groupoid bi-actions is bi-equivalent to a corresponding bicategory of quantales and bimodules.
Introduction
terms of O( G)-modules that extends that of theétale case, whereby a G-sheaf X is shown to correspond to an O( G)-sheaf whose inner product −, − : X × X → O( G) is valued in the image j(O(G)). This is a remarkably simple axiom that resembles a continuity condition. The second application is an extension of the functoriality results of [18] , ultimately yielding a biequivalence between the bicategory ofétale-covered groupoids and the bicategory of inverse-embedded quantal frames. Extensions of later functoriality results, namely those of [12] regarding Hilsum-Skandalis maps and Morita equivalence, face additional difficulties and will not be addressed in this paper.
Preliminaries
The purpose of this section is to recall some concepts and to fix terminology and notation, mostly following [12, 13, 16, 17] . For general references on sup-lattices, locales, quantales, or groupoids see [4, 5, 15, 20 ].
Groupoid quantales
This section provides some background on groupoid quantales and their sheaves, based on [13, 16, 17] , which will be needed in this paper.
Open groupoids. The structure maps of a groupoid G will be denoted as follows:
Here G 2 is the pullback of the domain map d and the range map r in the category of locales Loc.
The groupoid is open if d is an open map, in which case r and the multiplication map m are open, too. The inversion map i is always an isomorphism in Loc. We shall denote the quantale of G by O(G), as in [16] . But we shall not make any distinction between a locale X regarded as an object of Loc or as an object of Frm = Loc op . We say G isétale if d is a local homeomorphism, in which case all the structure maps are local homeomorphisms. The notation a |m for the left action is meant to convey the idea that a restricts m on the left, and analogously for the right action.
By a quantale based on B, or a B-B-quantale, will be meant a B-B-bimodule Q equipped with a quantale multiplication (x, y) → xy that satisfies the following additional conditions for all a ∈ B and x, y ∈ Q:
( a |x)y = a |(xy) , Involutive based quantales. A B-B-quantale is involutive if it is an involutive semigroup; the involution is denoted by a → a * and it is required to satisfy, besides the standard conditions x * * = x and (xy) * = y * x * , the following two conditions: If a support is equivariant then it is the only possible support, and in this case the B-Bquantale (Q, ς) is said to be equivariantly supported. Any equivariant support is necessarily stable, by which it is meant that the following equivalent conditions hold:
• ς(xy) ≤ ς(x) for all x, y ∈ Q;
• ς(x1 Q ) ≤ ς(x) for all x ∈ Q;
• ς(xy) = ς(x| ς(y) ) for all x, y ∈ Q.
An involutive B-B-quantale is stably supported if it is equipped with a stable support.
If Q is equivariantly supported with base locale B then, writing R(Q) for the set of right-sided elements of Q, where an element a ∈ Q is right-sided if a1 Q ≤ a, the map B → R(Q) defined by x → x |1 Q is an order isomorphism whose inverse is the map R(Q) → B defined by x → ς(x). So R(Q) ∼ = B, and thus R(Q) is a locale.
Based quantal frames. By a B-B-quantal frame is meant a B-B-quantale Q such that for all q, m, m i ∈ Q and a ∈ B the following properties hold:
Reflexive quantal frames. By a reflexive quantal frame (Q, υ) is meant a B-B-quantal frame equipped with a frame homomorphism υ : Q → B such that for all a ∈ B
Multiplicative quantal frames. Let Q be a B-B-quantal frame. The quantale multiplication has the following factorization in the category of sup-lattices:
We refer to µ as the reduced multiplication of Q, and to its right adjoint µ * as the reduced comultiplication. Then Q is said to be a multiplicative quantal frame if the reduced comultiplication preserves joins (and therefore is a homomorphism of locales).
Quantales of open groupoids. Let (Q, ς, υ) be a multiplicative equivariantly supported reflexive quantal frame. We say that Q satisfies unit laws if moreover the following condition holds for all a ∈ Q:
By a groupoid quantale will be meant a multiplicative equivariantly supported reflexive quantal frame Q that satisfies unit laws and moreover satisfies the following condition, which is referred to as the inverse law, for all a ∈ Q:
The groupoid quantales are precisely the quantales Q ∼ = O(G) for an open groupoid G.
Inverse quantal frames. Let Q be an equivariantly supported reflexive B-B-quantal frame. If moreover Q is a unital quantale and it satisfies the inverse law then Q is necessarily multiplicative and it satisfies the unit laws. In this case Q is an inverse quantal frame, in other words a quantale Q ∼ = O(G) for anétale groupoid G. Among other things, we have
where I(Q) = {a ∈ Q | a * a ∨ a * a ≤ e} is the set of partial units of Q, and there is an order isomorphism ι : B → ↓(e) that transforms the B-actions into multiplication:
For an arbitrary inverse quantal frame Q we shall usually refer to the locale ↓(e) as the base locale.
Actions and sheaves
Actions of open groupoids. Let G be an open groupoid. A left G-action is a triple (X, p, a) where X is a locale, p : X → G 0 (called projection or anchor map) is a map of locales, and a : G 1 × G 0 X → X is a map of locales (called the action) that satisfies the usual axioms (see, e.g., [17] ). One defines right G-actions in a similar way. We shall denote (X, p, a) by X when no confusion will arise. The category of G-locales and equivariant maps between them is denoted by G-Loc. The categories of left G-locales and right G-locales are isomorphic.
We shall denote by X the O(G)-module which is obtained from a G-locale X. Let us briefly recall the construction of this module. Taking into account that in Frm the locale
the module action is the sup-lattice homomorphism which is obtained as the following composition:
The inverse image homomorphism a * is the right adjoint of a ! , and thus it is given by
Moreover, when G is anétale groupoid, we have the following useful formula:
The latter shows that a * preserves arbitrary joins.
Sheaves. Let G be anétale groupoid. A G-sheaf is a G-locale whose projection is a local homeomorphism. The full subcategory of G-Loc whose objects are the G-sheaves (the classifying topos of G) is usually denoted by BG. The isomorphism between G-Loc and O(G)-Loc (see [17, Th. 3 .21]) yields, by restriction, a corresponding full subcategory of O(G)-sheaves. Concretely, letting Q be an arbitrary inverse quantal frame, a Q-sheaf is a left Q-locale X whose action restricted to the locale B := ↓(e) defines a B-sheaf. The full subcategory of Q-Loc whose objects are the Q-sheaves is denoted by Q-LH.
Let X be a Q-sheaf. The local sections of X are the local sections of X regarded as a B-sheaf; that is, a local section is an element s ∈ X satisfying ς X (x)s = x for all x ≤ s. The set of local sections of X is denoted by Γ X .
Let Q be an inverse quantal frame, and let X and Y be Q-sheaves. A sheaf homomorphism f : X → Y is a left Q-module homomorphism satisfying the following two conditions:
The sheaf homomorphisms coincide with the direct image homomorphisms of the morphisms in Q-LH. Therefore the category of Q-sheaves and sheaf homomorphisms between them, which we shall denote by Q-Sh, is isomorphic to Q-LH.
Hilbert modules. Let Q be an involutive quantale. By a pre-Hilbert Q-module will be meant a left Q-module X equipped with a binary operation −, − : X × X → Q, called the inner product, which for all x, x i , y ∈ X and a ∈ Q satisfies the following axioms:
By a Hilbert Q-module will be meant a pre-Hilbert Q-module whose inner product is non-degenerate:
In particular, inner products are sesquilinear forms.
Any set Γ ⊂ X such that x = t∈Γ x, t t for all x ∈ X is called a Hilbert basis. If X has a Hilbert basis we say that the Hilbert module is complete. By a Hilbert section of X is meant an element s ∈ X such that x, s s ≤ x for all x ∈ X. In particular, any element of a Hilbert basis is a Hilbert section.
We recall the Hilbert module characterization of quantale sheaves for inverse quantal frames (see [17, Th. 4.47, Th. 4 .55]). Theorem 2.1 For any inverse quantal frame Q, complete Hilbert Q-modules and Qsheaves amount to the same thing, and the local sections of a Q-sheaf coincide with the Hilbert sections.
The following theorem gives a useful formula for computing the inner products of quantale sheaves for inverse quantal frames (see [12, Th. 3.6] ). Theorem 2.2 Let Q be an inverse quantal frame and X be a Q-sheaf. Then
for all x, y ∈ X.
Supported modules. Let (Q, ς Q ) be a unital supported quantale, and denote by B the locale ↓(e). By a supported Q-module is meant a pre-Hilbert Q-module X equipped with a monotone map ς X : X → B, called the support of X, such that the following properties hold for all x ∈ X:
Note that any supported quantale Q defines a supported module over itself, with a, b = ab * . The support is called stable if in addition one of the following equivalent conditions holds for all b ∈ B and x ∈ X:
) is a stably supported quantale then any supported Q-module X is necessarily stably supported and the following properties hold for all x, y ∈ X and a ∈ Q:
Therefore, for any stably supported quantale (Q, ς Q , e), any complete Hilbert Q-module is a (necessarily stably) supported Q-module.
3Étale covers
Here we introduce the main definitions of this paper, namely inverse-embedded quantales and theirétale-covered groupoids.
Local bisections
We begin by recalling (and adapting to the setting of B-B-quantales) the notion of local bisection of [11] for open quantal frames, which generalizes the corresponding notion for groupoids.
Let O be a groupoid quantale with base locale B. By a local bisection of O will be meant a pair σ = (U, s) where U ∈ B and
is a map of locales such that
2. and r • s is an open regular monomorphism of locales.
The notion of local bisection for an open quantal frame O, along with a corresponding action of the local bisections on O, is used in [11] in order to define a weak form of multiplicativity which ensures that the set of local bisections has the structure of a pseudogroup Γ (O). Then sufficient (but not necessary) conditions that ensure multiplicativity are studied. These conditions concern the extent to which O can be embedded into the inverse quantal frame L ∨ (Γ (O)). Such conditions, applied to the quantale O(G) of an open groupoid, imply the existence of a surjective functor of groupoids J : G → G that provides a notion of canonical "étale cover" of G.
These results provided the inspiration for the work in the present section. In particular Definition 3.3 will be seen to include conditions that are not found in [11] but are necessary in order to obtain groupoids from such quantale embeddings.
Inverse-embedded quantal frames
Definition 3.1 Let Q be an inverse quantal frame. By an involutive Q-Q-quantale O is meant a Q-Q-bimodule, whose left and right actions are denoted by (a, x) → a · x and (x, a) → x · a, respectively, equipped with a quantale multiplication (x, y) → xy that satisfies the following additional conditions for all a ∈ Q and x, y ∈ O,
and moreover is endowed with an involution x → x * , by which is meant a map such that for all x ∈ O we have x * * = x and (xy) * = y * x * plus the following two conditions: such that (a) j(a * ) = j(a) * for all a ∈ O, that is, j preserves the involution,
Let O be a weakly multiplicative quantale in the sense of [11] . Then O is an inverse-embedded quantal frame with inverse quantal frame O = L ∨ (Γ (O)) and a frame monomorphism j given by
2. Let X be a locally compact topological space. Then the topology Ω( X) of the pair groupoid of X is an inverse-embedded quantal frame with inverse quantal frame Ω(Germs( X)) (see [9, Th. 2.8] ) and a frame monomorphism j = k −1 where k is given by k((x, germ x s)) = s(x) (see [11, Th. 5 .31]).
Proof. The following sequence of (in)equalities for all x, y ∈ O will give us the desired result:
For the sake of simplicity, we shall write j(x)j(y) ≤ j(xy) rather than µ(j(x) ⊗ j(y)) ≤ j(µ(x ⊗ y)) whenever no confusion may arise. 
where the last equality follows from [ 
Proof. It suffices to prove that (1) holds (clearly, conditions (2) and (3) are equivalent to (1)). In order to see that j ′ is surjective first notice that, by Definition 3.3(3e), for all y ∈ R( O) there is x ∈ O such that y = j(x). The conclusion follows from the fact that necessarily x = x1 O (i.e., x is right-sided), since j is monic and we have (2.1.9): We have
Finally, taking into account that ς and j are B-equivariant, we have
for all 
Finally, since j ⊗ j is monic, we conclude that µ * ( i x i ) = i µ * (x i ) and O is multiplicative. 
The last four steps hold because j is a frame homomorphism. Thus (3.2.11) follows because j is monic. 
Hence, (3.2.12) holds because j is monic. Therefore, O is a groupoid quantale as we claimed.
To close this subsection we shall give an interesting property of the right adjoint of j. Proof. Since in particular j is a sup-lattice homomorphism, it has a right adjoint j * given by Indeed,
Moreover, due to stability of the support we have, if j(q) ≤ sx, ς(q) = ς(j(q)) ≤ ς(sx) ≤ ς(s) = ss * , and thus q = ( ς(q) |q) ≤ ( ς(s) |q) ≤ (ss * ) · q = ( ss * |q) ≤ q , from which it follows that
Therefore,
which proves (3.2.14). 
3.3Étale-covered groupoids
The purpose of this subsection is to establish a bijective correspondence between the class of inverse-embedded quantal frames and a class of open groupoids calledétale-covered groupoids, that is, open groupoids which admit a suitable notion of covering by anétale groupoid.
Definition 3.13 Let G and H be groupoids. We shall say that H covers G if there is an epimorphic functor of groupoids J : H → G such that J 0 : H 0 → G 0 is an isomorphism. Proof. Let (X, p, a) be a G-action. Notice that the mapping q : X → H 0 defined by q := J −1 0 • p is a map of locales. Let us define b := a • (J × id X ). Diagramatically, we have
Let us show that b is an H-action by verifying all the axioms:
1. Pullback:
Since a is a G-action the above diagrams commute. Therefore it is straightforward to verify that (X, q, b) is an H-action. Proof. Since I(O( G) ) is join-dense in O( G), it suffices to show that there is an action of I(O( G)) on O(G). We begin by identifying I(O( G)) with Γ ( G) because they are isomorphic as involutive monoids (see [11, Th. 3.12] ). Let us define Φ : Γ ( G) → Γ (G) as follows: for every local bisection s :
where J ′ 0 : U → J 0 (U ) is the restriction of J 0 to U . We notice that Φ(s) is in fact a local bisection of G:
s is a local bisection of G and J is a functor;
is an open regular monomorphism of locales because r • s is, too.
In addition, again because J is a functor, we clearly have Φ( u) = u and Φ(s•t) = Φ(s)•Φ(t) for all s, t ∈ Γ ( G), so Φ is a homomorphism of monoids. Since O(G) is a groupoid quantale, there is a mapping Ψ : Γ (G) → End(O(G)), that is, there is an action of Γ (G) on O(G) (see, [11, Def. 4.10] 3.
We shall denote the category of G-locales and G-equivariant maps between them by G-Loc.
Example 3.17 Every coverable groupoid G in the sense of [11] is anétale-covered groupoid: G is defined by L ∨ (Γ (O(G) )), and the functor J : G → G is given by
Moreover, in [11] it is proved that
• j and j ⊗ id are frame monomorphisms,
• j(s · q) = sj(q) for all s ∈ I( O).
Therefore the functor J satisfies all the conditions of Definition 3.16. In particular, every Lie groupoid is anétale-covered groupoid. 
Finally, J 1 × id G 1 is a surjective map of locales because j satisfies (3b), and J * is I( G)equivariant because j is an O-O-bimodule homomorphism. Therefore, G is anétalecovered groupoid. Conversely, let us suppose that G is anétale-covered groupoid, and let us denote by O = O(G) and Q = O( G) the groupoid quantale and the inverse quantal frame of G and G, respectively. By Lemma 3.15, O is a (left) Q-module with action (s, q) → s · q. Notice that the involution of Q makes O be a (right) Q-module as well, by putting q·s := s * ·q. Therefore O is a Q-Q-bimodule. It is straightforward to see that in fact O is an involutive Q-Q-quantale. Let us verify that O verifies the axioms of Definition 3.3. In order to do this, notice that J * : O → Q defines a frame monomorphism which is also a homomorphism of Q-Q-bimodules. The latter holds because, by assumption, J * is I(O( G))-equivariant. Furthermore, it satisfies the various conditions of Definition 3.3: (3d) because O is a groupoid quantale, and therefore it satisfies the inverse laws; that is,
x, which implies that for all a ∈ O
the latter because J is a functor;
(3e) because J 0 is an isomorphism.
This proves that O is an inverse-embedded quantal frame.
Actions
Let us show that an appropriate notion of action for inverse-embedded quantal frames yields an equivalence of categories G-Loc ∼ = O-Loc where O = O(G) is the quantale of ań etale-covered groupoid G. Then we prove the main result of this paper (cf. Theorem 5.2), which completely characterizes the sheaves ofétale-covered groupoids. This generalizes the results of [17] about actions and sheaves ofétale groupoids. In the context of rings, the notion of descent theory of modules can be described briefly. When R and S are two commutative rings with unit connected by a homomorphism f : R → S, there is an obvious way of viewing an S-module as an R-module. Moreover, given an R-module N , there is a natural associated S-module, N ⊗ R S, which is called the S-module induced by N . This association of S-modules with R-modules is an expression of an adjointness relation which is a common topic to many algebraic constructions. The latter inspired us to define the following notion of descent forétale-covered groupoids: and it is a frame homomorphism. Moreover, for all x ∈ O we have
Descent actions

Categories of actions
where the last equality follows from (3.2.10). Finally, let us prove that f * factors (uniquely) through j ⊗ id O in Frm. In order to do this, let us notice that . Let (X, p, a) be a G-action satisfying the descent condition. Then there exists a map of locales b : G 1 × G 0 X → X such that the following diagram is commutative:
Moreover (X, p, b) is a G-action due to Lemma 4.3. Now, if we consider the inverse image of the above maps, we obtain the following commutative diagram in Frm, where B is the base locale:
This, in terms of frames, means that the action α : O ⊗ B X → X of O on X, which has a join preserving right adjoint α * : O ⊗ B X → X (this is the inverse image a * of the action a : G 1 × G 0 X → X), factors (necessarily uniquely) through j ⊗ id X in Frm. Hence, X is an O-locale. Conversely, let X be an O-locale. Then there exists a frame homomorphism β * : O ⊗ B X → X such that the following diagram commutes:
In terms of locales this means that there exists a map of locales b :
is commutative in Loc. So (X, p, a) satisfies the descent condition. Proof. By Remark 4.7, we know that X is an O-module with action β : O ⊗ B X → X. Therefore, is commutative, and thus
Hence,
Finally, since J 1 × id X is an epimorphism due to Definition 3.16 (3), we can conclude 
Orbits
Recall that if G is an open groupoid and X is a G-locale, the orbit locale X/G can be constructed as the following coequalizer in Loc: 1. For all q ∈ O we have qx ≤ x ;
The set of invariant opens of X will be denoted by I O (X).
Lemma 4.12
Let G be anétale-covered groupoid, and let X be a left G-locale. Then
Proof. Notice that for all x ∈ I O (X) we have
This implies that x ∈ I O (X).
Forétale-covered groupoids we have a simple description of these quotients in terms of quantale modules. X, a, p) be a G-sheaf that satisfies the descent condition. This is equivalent to saying that there exists a G-action b such that (j ⊗ id X ) • b * = a * in Frm, due to Lemma 4.6. Let us consider the following coequalizer in Loc:
Now consider the pullback X × X/ G X of the quotient map π and the pairing map a, π 2 from G 1 × G 0 X to X × X/ G X, whose inverse image homomorphism is valued in j(O) ⊗ B X, as the following derivation with x, y ∈ X shows:
Therefore we can define the composition
where ( π 1 ) ! , given by j(q) ⊗ x → j(q) ς X (x), is the direct image of the map of locales 
= ( π 1 ) ! ([a * , π * 2 ](x ⊗ y)) ∈ j(O) .
Conversely, let us suppose that the inner product of X is valued in j(O). Then, for all Then, since L ∨ (Γ X ) is join-dense in X, we conclude that [a * , π * 2 ](x ⊗ y) ∈ j(O) ⊗ B X for all x, y ∈ X .
This implies that [a * , π * 2 ] factors (uniquely) through a frame homomorphism φ such that the following diagram commutes in Frm:
Then the frame homomorphism given by the composition
is such that (j ⊗ id X ) • (φ • π * 1 )(x) = ((j ⊗ id X ) • φ) • π * 1 (x) = [a * , π * 2 ] • π * 1 (x) = [a * , π * 2 ](x ⊗ 1 X ) = a * (x) ∧ π * 2 (1 X ) = a * (x) ∧ (1 O ⊗ 1 X ) = a * (x) , which implies that X satisfies the descent condition with b * = φ • π * 1 .
Remark 5.3 Let G be anétale-covered groupoid. Any principally covered G-sheaf X is such that X, X ∈ I(O( G)) [12, Lemma 5.3]. Therefore the principally covered G-sheaves provide an example of a class of G-actions which does not satisfy the descent condition. 
Bi-actions and functoriality
Groupoid bilocales. Now we address the second aim of this paper, which is to show that the bilocales ofétale-covered groupoids can be identified with a natural notion of bilocale for inverse-embedded quantal frames, and from this to establish a (bicategorical) equivalence that generalizes that of [18] betweenétale groupoids and inverse quantal frames. and X ⊗ O 2 Y is an O 1 -O 3 -bilocale due to [18, Lemma 4.4] . Let us denote the actions by
Proof. Let
Then, by assumption, a * 1 and b * 2 factor (uniquely) in Frm through j G ⊗ id X and id Y ⊗ j K . Therefore, the frame homomorphisms Corollary 5.11 The bicategories GRPD and QOL are bi-equivalent.
We conclude by showing that for a suitable O 1 -O 2 -bilocale the involute of an element j(q) ∈ j(O 1 ) can be regarded as an adjoint operator. 
